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 Into the Northwoods - a canoe route through Knapdale

Knapdale is a unique area. Known mainly for the pretty Loch Sween, it is also home
to numerous small lakes set in a heavily forested, complex hilly terrain. The
characteristic small peaks, or cnaps, are short and sharp, and shut out the outside
world. The trees are tightly packed and impenetrable, the interconnecting streams
rocky and choked. There are few places in Scotland where getting lost in a canoe is a
serious possibility, but this is one of them. What an exciting prospect! 

On some trips you want to go for mileage, but on others the route-finding, scoping of
portages and general logistics of travelling through an unknown landscape are more
appealing. Knapdale is an environment par excellence for this latter type of
adventure. So Susan and I decided to head into this region for a few days to see
what we could find. Our loose plan was to start from Dunardry burn and link a series
of lochs over the height of land and then pick up a logging track down to Loch Gilp,
and maybe back along the Crinan canal. How far we would get would depend to a
large extent on the landscape. It was clear that the mileage would be small, but the
interest and adventure high, amplified by the intricacy of the terrain. 
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After the drive up from Derbyshire, we parked at the Forestry Commission car park
at Dunardry. From the map we expected a lengthy portage to get to Daill Loch, but a
bit of hunting around revealed a way to drive almost to the loch-side to unload the
gear. It was quite late in the day by the time we got there, so we camped in the
forest next to the road. Amidst the ridge and ditch of the forest floor we happened
upon a perfect flat spot with my very favourite camping surface: fifty years worth of
spruce needles, soft and dry. We cleared the area of eye-poking dead spruce
branches, a real hazard in this sort of place, especially with darkness falling.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Knapdale%202013/Knapdalemap51000_zps54dfd0d1.jpg.html


I stumbled out of the tent for a pee in the middle of the night, half asleep, and had a
bit of a shock. I have never experienced such total darkness before. A few paces
from the tent I turned and switched off my head torch; the tent disappeared utterly
and completely. There was absolutely nothing there. It was a bit spooky. 

It dawned intensely cold but cloudless, so we hurried to get out of the shade of the
trees and into the sunshine, which was surprisingly warm. The first loch was unlike
most of the ones we have canoed on in the past. Rather than an open expanse of
water spread out amidst the bare mountains with little left to the imagination, this
one was secluded and secretive, disappearing shyly around a bend into the trees,
enticing us deeper into the forest. We pushed off and paddled past ridges and peaks
clad with spruce, the sun sparkling on the water. On the rare occasion when a longer
vista opened up, we could see snow-etched peaks, alp-like, in the distance. 

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Knapdale%202013/DSC089591000_zpsf444c9f8.jpg.html


Daill Loch - a beautiful place; and the chance of seeing a beaver.

At the far end of the loch, a straight-forward carry led up to the dam and a coffee
break. So far, so good.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Knapdale%202013/DSC089601000_zps499c4417.jpg.html


According to the map, the first major portage of about 1050 yards, although
undoubtedly rough, looked to be quite straightforward because a footpath ran up to
our next lake. But of the footpath nothing was to be seen except for a stile right at
the start in the wall by the dam; after that, just miles of trees. It was clear by now
that this trip was going to be a major exercise in navigation. The extensive forest
obscured the usual signposts—the shapes of the local hills, and more distant
landmarks. The wall of trees ahead looked impenetrable. 
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According to the map, this is a footpath
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The chance of becoming lost or separated was so high that we decided to stick
together rather than scout for the route independently. There was no point
attempting to carry the gear until we had a route; better to find a way first, travelling
light.

We set off south-ish, navigating by the sun which is usually more than accurate
enough to find a Scottish loch. But the heavy forest meant that you couldn’t simply
walk to a bearing, but had to make use of whatever clearings there were and gaps
between the rows of trees in the otherwise virtually impassible forest. Having
deviated along a firebreak, you had to estimate how to get back onto the original
bearing. A strenuous hour and a half later we had to admit defeat and return to the
dam without seeing even the merest hint of a loch even though we knew it was
considerably less than a mile away. In this terrain, you could easily pass within a
hundred yards of a loch and never see it, and this is just what we had done. We had
tried the usual trick of going to the highest point, but to no avail, the view was
obscured by the spruces. Climbing a tree, the last resort of the portage hunter, would
have been pointless for the same reason.

For our second attempt we realised we needed to get serious. Out came the compass
and we tried to stick as closely as possible to the required bearing, even when it
meant pushing through the mad tangle of branches, and over windfalls, virtually on
our hands and knees. It was exhausting. The risk of becoming lost was severe so we
left stick arrows at every turn, or “spruce blazes”— partially snapped spruce fronds
twisted around so that the blue underside contrasted with the green all around. 

Just when we felt that we must have missed the loch again, we thought we could see
water through the trees, and finally there it was. 
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Having found the loch, and established a few landmarks and a network of arrows and
blazes, we tried to piece together the line of least resistance backwards to the gear,
using whatever clearings, and gaps between rows of trees we could find. Somewhat
amazingly, there was a feasible route although there were some awkward spots such
as a swamp under some windfalls and sections of tangled willows through which we
would need to cut our way with our Swedish bush saw—an absolutely essential item
in this terrain. At least now we had the basis of a portage route. By the time we had
the gear halfway across, it was late afternoon so we set up camp in a clearing. Truly
the middle of nowhere, and it felt it. It had been an arduous but thoroughly
absorbing day; a facet of canoe travel we had read so much about in books on the
Northwoods, but never fully experienced, until now. The forest seemed very dry in
places, so we decided against a fire, even though we craved the warmth of one as
the night came on and the cold intensified. The night was colder than the last with
boots, socks and water frozen, and a display of stars such as we never see at home. 

Next morning again dawned with a cloudless sky. Susan wrapped our water bottle in
a dark bag to thaw it more quickly in the heat of the morning sun, and we put our
boots and socks out in the sunlight to un-stiffen. We set about dragging, lifting and
carrying up our portage route, sawing branches out of the way when absolutely
necessary, before finally popping out by the water in time for lunch in the warm sun
by the dam of Loch na Faoilin. Quite a workmanlike trail, we thought. It had been hot
and thirsty work, made more bearable by eating the occasional handful of snow
which still lay in shady places. There were no midges, but we were beset by
something almost as bad. Whilst forcing our way through the spruces, we were
showered with sharp, dead needles which went down your neck, down your back,
jabbing all the way, and ended up in your pants.
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Susan at work with the bush saw
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Part of the portage route; an corridor through the spruces cleared of spikes
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Loch na Faoilin at last
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It felt good to be skimming over the water again on another gem of a loch.
Sunsparkles, spruce and solitude. Across the water, a straightforward carry led up to
the next loch and another wonderful view opened up. This exquisite lake was long
and narrow, with the left-hand side being a vertical rock wall plunging into the water
for almost the entire length, an absolute joy to paddle. 

Gleann Loch

Our exit was up the side of a bay at the end of the loch. The map indicated it was
only a short distance to the next lake so Susan stayed with the canoe whilst I
scouted a couple of possibilities and cleared a way through the trees. Loch Clachaig
was again very pretty and secluded.
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Loch Clachaig

The ground at the other side was very unpromising for a camp because of large
tussocks sticking up out of the bog. Beyond that was yet more forest, but it was no
good for camping because it was on a slope with pronounced ridges and ditches. Our
only hope for the tent appeared to be a few tiny knolls on exposed rock. Sometimes
the tops of these are better drained than the surrounding land and the thinness of
the soil discourages tussock formation. And so it proved to be; one of the knolls gave
a reasonably good site with a beautiful view out over the water.

That night felt the coldest yet. My boots froze again even inside the tent and in a
bag, and in the morning there was a sheet of ice where once the loch had been.
These small, still lakes seem to freeze easily.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Knapdale%202013/DSC090231000_zpsabc71de8.jpg.html


A frozen Loch Clachaig

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Knapdale%202013/DSC090781000_zps3f038074.jpg.html


Learning from our previous experience, we were more organised in surveying the
next 1000 yard portage. We followed a compass bearing to find the next lake through
a seemingly impossible tangle, even tougher than the previous portage route, and
finally emerged atop a steep cnap which gave a view over to Loch nam Breac Buidhe,
the highest on the route. This too was frozen.
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Loch nam Breac Buidhe
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We felt it was decision time. We were hemmed in by ice in front and behind, getting
tired, and aware that being alone, our safety margin was quite narrow. We decided to
work backwards and piece together a portage route as before for a future visit, but
then return across Loch Clachaig, if we could, and spend the rest of the day making
the most of this beautiful place and exploring before taking a logging road back to
the car.

We managed to find a tricky but nonetheless feasible portage route whilst going
back, and by the time we reached Loch Clachaig, there was an open water channel
most of the way across. We paddled to the edge of the ice with care; broken ice has
been known to slice the canvas of canoes. The ice sheet made the most malignant
hissing — rising to a mechanical groaning and heaving in the wind— which rapidly
replaced noises to do with hydros as my least favourite canoeing sounds. We
carefully broke through the ice to a little point and so got off the loch.

You can easily spend too much time travelling, and not enough chilling, so we took
advantage of our situation to find the best possible place to camp. We found a great
spot for the tent. Well, almost great, but spoilt by a large rock in the middle. The
problem was solved by borrowing a timber from the ruined dam-builders’ hut nearby
and levering the rock out of the ground. The site was also open to the east so we
would get the sun as early as possible. 

After setting up camp, we walked around the surrounding hills and loch-side in the
sun. We had perhaps our most pleasant camping meal ever, flopped out in the
sunshine. Near the tent was a hollow well away from the forest giving a good place
for a little fire to keep off the cold. Before lighting it, we doused the area around with
water to prevent any spread. The hard, died-on-the-tree spruce we burnt was an

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Knapdale%202013/DSC090791000_zpsdbb0c350.jpg.html


excellent firewood. It burnt slowly, didn’t spark and a small amount kept us warm for
an hour or so, while we worked our way through our bottle of rum.

Next day we strapped the wheels on the canoe and rolled pleasantly along a logging
road, up cnap and down dale, back to the car. Although we hadn't got as far as we
had planned this still made a very nice round trip.
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Overall, we travelled a rather minimal distance in four days. We have canoed across
Scotland in less time, but then again you can’t measure adventure in miles.

Graham

Moosehead Canoes and Paddles

www.scottishcanoeroutes.info
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You just keep coming up with something new, don't you! Excellent trip, inspiring
indeed. And very much demonstrating how tough forest country can be.

Covering as many malmiles as possible before being distracted by the pub!  

Paddle Points - where to paddle
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Mal Grey 
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And it was obviously a very wilderness trip with few signs of humans.

http://www.davidwperry.blogspot.co.uk/
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Another Fantastic trip Graham!
And inspiring to be sure!
I'm moving down to Buxton later in the year so I hope to be able to share some of
your routes in the not to distant future.
Duncan
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Another great adventure and very inspiring! Looks like a true wilderness.

Thanks for sharing,

Lynne

All that is gold does not glitter, not all those who wander are lost
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 What a superb blogg.  

You surely can't. You folks crammed a lot of real canoe exploration into a fairly small
area but having for my sins carried out an inventory survey of the Knapdale Forests
back in the late eighties that is tough going. Also empithise with the spruce needles
down the neck syndrome .They do get everywhere.
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More posts than a more established member
Stravaiger 
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Overall, we travelled a rather minimal distance in four days. We have canoed across
Scotland in less time, but then again you can’t measure adventure in miles.
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All credit to you in attempting to minimise the risk of starting a Forest Fire by your
choice of fire site. Hate to say it but you might have been better looking for some
solid rock to put it on. Even damp peat can smoulder for weeks before finally blazing
up.

Respect for what you did and that Canoe is really classy.

Regards,
Stravaiger

Everyone must believe in something. I believe I will go Canoeing. H. D. Thoreau.

"Waste of time reasoning with the morally demented"

 Originally Posted by Moosehead 

Near the tent was a hollow well away from the forest giving a good place for a little fire to
keep off the cold. Before lighting it, we doused the area around with water to prevent any
spread. The hard, died-on-the-tree spruce we burnt was an excellent firewood. It burnt
slowly, didn’t spark and a small amount kept us warm for an hour or so, while we worked
our way through our bottle of rum.
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Inspirational blogg, great photos, thanks for posting!

"Thinking means not knowing"
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Very enjoyable blogg and great pictures!

All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing.
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A refreshingly different blog and excellent read, thanks for sharing. It's an area I've
visited quite a few times but had never thought of such a route (sticking to the well
paddled waters of Loch Sween, Caol Scotnish etc). Hmm, I wonder......  
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http://www.ocsg.org.uk/
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Join Date:
Location:
Posts:
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Yalding, Kent

2,496

Really enjoyed reading that. Thanks for posting it.
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Way beyond established member
elveys 
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Posts:

Nov 2006
Oxfordshire

2,104

What a great trip in a true wilderness 

Bootstrap

There's no such thing as inclement weather - you're just incorrectly dressed 
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Way beyond established member
Bootstrap Bob 
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こんにちは。私はカラスと私はスコットラ ンドの出⾝身で
す。

Crow 
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Great trip. 

Good to see somewhere new and it's given me some ideas. Thanks!

Send lawyers, guns and money. The shit has hit the fan.

Crow Trip Log
My books
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Join Date:
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Feb 2011
Neilston, United

Kingdom
75

Inspirational Blog , and photos to match , we are planning a similar trip at the end of
May, to hopefully get a photograph or two of the Beavers, and the Ospreys that nest
in the Area, thank you both for sharing .
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Established member
mariner 
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Join Date:
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Posts:

Aug 2011
SE London

3,473

Great trip - we skirted the area last year when we paddled on Loch Sween, another
possible Scottish trip

Thanks for posting 

my canoe movies
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16th-April-2013, 01:07 PM

Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

May 2007
Perthshire

1,283

Another full-on GW adventure!

PWC
___________________________________
Know less, carry more - you're in a canoe !
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Beyond established member
Perthshire Wood Canvas 
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Join Date:
Location:

Posts:

Aug 2011
Glasgow,
Scotland

97

Enjoyed the blog, thanks

Keep the national park free.............................................. ............................. or we will never get
this access back and lose it forever.
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Established member
Bobbyt05 
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Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Apr 2008
northamptonshire

1,127

Inspirational though tough looking trip.
The night skies up there are magical, your canoe always looks magical to me too.

Looking forward to your next blogg.
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Beyond established member
terry. young 
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Location:
Posts:

Oxfordshire
109

I can't thank you enough for posting this! Knapdale is a magical place and occupies a
huge place in my heart, its also where I was introduced to canoeing and therefore
where the glorious addiction started. In the early to mid '80's I used to go out there
every summer as part of the annual Edinburgh University Zoology Dept expedition to
survey and study the fauna of the ancient forest. We used an old beat up Grumman
aluminium canoe to get about, it was my first experience of canoeing and needless to
say the bug well and truly bit. I got all wistful and lost in nostalgia looking at your
pictures (being a sentimental old thing)  thanks again

Rivers know this: There is no hurry, we shall get there some day. 

A.A. Milne

Established member
bookworm 
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28th-June-2013, 09:08 PM

Join Date:
Location:

Posts:

Aug 2009
Sunderland and

Sudbury
825

Great stuff!
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More posts than a more established member
AHPP 
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29th-June-2013, 04:23 AM

Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Jan 2012
Nebraska, USA

178

Excellent adventure! Thanks for posting!

"It seems as if our children may someday read of the American wilderness - desert or
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plainsman 
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any other kind - as we read of the lost Atlantis."
-Edward Abbey
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Very nice.
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